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A B S T R A C T

In this study, a prediction method for strong wind using onsite measurement and numerical simulation is used to
take account of the effects of complex terrain. The predicted maximum winds agree well with the measurements.
A time series based method is proposed to predict the frequency of exceedance of strong crosswind in a control
section. The predicted frequency of exceedance of strong crosswind agrees well with the measurements, while
conventional methods based on only statistical data underestimate or overestimate the frequency. The proposed
method is applied in order to estimate the regulation frequency in train operation, considering train speed, wind
direction, and windbreaks. The regulation frequency at a target control section of 6 km decreases from 0.16% to
0.14% when the train speed is reduced. The frequency decreases from 0.16% to 0.11% if the wind direction is
considered. The construction of the windbreaks decreases the frequency further to 0.08%.
1. Introduction

In railways, some accidents that lead to train turning over or derailment
are caused by strong crosswinds, and the regulation of railway operation
became stricter after these accidents were reported (Fujii et al., 1995).
After obtaining the knowledge that the maximum instantaneous wind
speed is highly dominant to the overturning of the train from a study of the
accident in 1986 (Nakao), the regulation in Japan has subsequently been
governed by the measured maximum instantaneous wind speed in a con-
trol section set within a continuous railway track. As Kunieda (1972) and
Hibino et al. (2011). mentioned, critical wind speed of train overturning
can be improved if the train speed is reduced. Therefore, the train speed is
reduced or the train is stopped if measured or predicted wind speed in the
control section exceeds a threshold set by a railway company considering
the critical wind speed of train overturning. By this regulation, train delay
time increases if the measured or predicted wind speed exceeds the
threshold frequently. In order to reduce the duration of the regulation,
Fujii (1998), Matsuda et al. (1997), and Imai et al. (2002). proposed
regulation methods considering wind directions. Tanemoto et al. (2005),
Avila-Sanches et al. (2014). studied the effect of windbreaks to reduce the
side wind force induced on the train, and East Japan Railway Company
introduced the windbreaks along the railway tracks (East Japan Railway
Company, 2016). In order to realize efficient operation control under the
strong wind, the effectiveness of countermeasures should be validated
2017; Accepted 20 November 2017
quantitatively by prediction for the frequency of exceedance of strong
crosswind in the control section.

There are two methods to predict the frequency of exceedance of
strong crosswind in the control section. In one method (Hibino et al.,
2011), the frequency is predicted from wind speed measured by one
anemometer installed in the control section, which is used by many
railway companies especially in Japan. The frequency by this method can
be estimated by only considering themeasuredwind speed. However, the
frequency might be underestimated if the strongest wind does not brow
at the measurement site. In another method proposed by Matschke et al.
(2000). and Cleon et al. (Cl�eon et al., 2002), the control section is divided
into number of sub-sections and the strong wind in each sub-section is
predicted by a combination of measured wind speed and those obtained
from numerical simulation. Although this method can take account of the
winds which blows at sites where the anemometer is not installed, the
frequency of strong crosswind might be overestimated because it is
assumed that there is no correlation between the wind speeds in
sub-sections.

In this study, a prediction method for maximum wind speed and di-
rection at sites along a railway track is proposed by using onsite mea-
surement and numerical simulation. The predicted maximumwind speed
and direction by the proposed method are verified by measured those at
the sites. Then, a new method is proposed to predict the frequency of
exceedance of strong crosswinds in a control section with consideration
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of the correlation between strong crosswinds at different sub-sections.
The accuracy of the proposed method is evaluated and the disadvan-
tage of the existing methods is clarified by comparison with the onsite
measurement. Finally, the effect of countermeasures against the strong
crosswind, such as reducing train speed, regulation considering wind
directions, and installation of windbreaks, are assessed using the pro-
posed method.

2. Strong wind prediction along a railway track

In this section, maximum wind speed and wind direction are pre-
dicted by a method using an onsite measurement and numerical simu-
lation technique. In this method, the effects of local terrain on the wind
speed and the wind direction are taken into account.

2.1. Prediction of maximum wind speed and wind direction

The wind speed ratio, Spr, and change in wind direction, Dpr, between
a reference site, where an anemometer is installed, and a prediction site,
where wind speed and direction are to be estimated, are obtained from
the numerical simulation. A time series of mean wind speed and wind
direction at the prediction site, up and θp, are estimated by multiplying
the wind speed ratio and adding the change in wind direction to a time
series of measured mean wind speed, ur, and wind direction, θr, at the
reference site as:

up ¼ ur � Spr (1)

θp ¼ θr þ Dpr (2)

where subscripts p, r, and pr means the prediction site, the reference site,
and the relationship between the prediction site and the reference site
respectively. The maximum wind speed bup at the prediction site can be
calculated by multiplying the gust factor Gp, defined by the ratio of the
maximum to the mean speed, to the predicted mean wind speed up as:

bup ¼ up � Gp ¼ ur � Spr � Gp (3)

Because wind directions of the maximum winds, bθP, are consistent
with the wind directions of the mean winds (Misu and Ishihara, 2012), it
Fig. 1. Flow chart of prediction method for strong wind u
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can be approximated by

bθp ffi θp (4)

The gust factor Gp can be estimated using the peak factor kp, which is
defined by the ratio of the maximum to the standard deviation of fluc-
tuating wind speed and proposed by Ishizaki (1983), and the turbulence
intensity Ip, which is obtained by a microscale wind prediction model
(Yamaguchi et al., 2003; Ishihara and Hibi, 2002), as follows:

Gp ¼ 1þ kpIp (5)

kp ¼ 1
2
ln

T
t

(6)

where T is a reference time and t is an averaging time. In this study, the
reference time is 60 s and the averaging time is three seconds.

The flow chart of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 1.

2.2. Prediction of wind speed and wind direction by numerical simulation

The microscale wind climates in a target domain can be predicted
using a numerical simulation (Yamaguchi et al., 2003; Ishihara and Hibi,
2002; Liu et al., 2016a, 2016b). The governing equations of this model in
this study, equations of continuity and momentum conservation, are as
follows:

∂ρuj
∂xj

¼ 0 (7)

∂ρui
∂t þ ∂ρujui

∂xj
¼ �∂p

∂xi
þ ∂
∂xj

�
μ
∂ui
∂xj

� ρu0iu0j

�
(8)

where ui and u'i are average wind speed and fluctuating wind speed in xi
direction. ρ is density, p is average pressure, and μ is viscosity of fluid.

Reynolds stress�ρu'iu
'
j can be approximated by a linear eddy viscosity

model as:

ρu'iu
'
j ¼

2
3
ρkδij � μt

�
∂ui
∂xj

þ ∂uj
∂xi

�
(9)
sing onsite measurement and numerical simulation.



Fig. 2. Terrain around target area includes a train track between Kori and Kaida stations
on Tohoku line.
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In this study, a standard k-ε model is used. Turbulent energy, k, and
rate of turbulent energy dissipation, ε, are obtained by following
advection equations:
Fig. 3. Computatio

Table 1
Grid system and computational domains.

Latitude/Longitude of the target domain center N37�5300
Number of wind direction sectors 32 (11.2
Land use information (Terrain roughness) 1/10 lan
Target domain Area X� Y� Z 7,000m�

Grid size Horizontal X,Y 40m-200
Vertical Z 5m

Stretching ratio X, Y, Z 1.1 time
The number of grids (X� Y� Z) 228� 17
Information of altitude Digital m

Nesting domain Area X� Y� Z 4,000m�
Minimum interval of mesh Horizontal X,Y 20m

Vertical Z 5m
Stretching ratio Horizontal X,Y 1.0 time

Vertical Z 1.1 time
The number of grids (X� Y� Z) 202� 20
Information of altitude GISMAP
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∂ρk
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(11)

where μt is turbulent viscosity obtained by

μt ¼ Cμρ
k2

ε
(12)

and the parameters in the standard k-ε model are Cμ ¼ 0:09, σk ¼ 1:0,
σε ¼ 1:3, Cε1 ¼ 1:44, and Cε2 ¼ 1:92.

In this study, an area including a train track between Kori station and
Kaida station of Tohoku line as shown in Fig. 2 is used as a target domain.
Wind measurements from site 1 to site 5 shown in Fig. 2 were conducted
for one year from Feb. 2004 to Jan. 2005. The target domain which is a
square having a center at site 3 with a side 7 km is set inside a circum-
scribed circle inscribed in an analytical domain as shown in Fig. 3. An
additional domain which has the same area of the analytical domain is
also set at the upwind region to consider the influence of upwind terrain
and buffer zones are laid all around these domains, following the method
proposed by Ishihara et al. (2003). Finer meshes are used at a nest
domain inside the target domain to improve the accuracy of calculation.
Detailed information of the grid system in the computational domains are
shown in Table 1.

Fig. 4 shows terrain information in the nesting domain of the target
nal domains.

2.300 E140�32042.800

5� each)
d use raster data (100m mesh) Published by Geospatial Information Authority of Japan
7,000m� 1,500m
m

s
8� 41 (¼1,663,944)
ap (50m) Published by Geospatial Information Authority of Japan
4,000m� 1,500m

s
s
2� 41 (¼1,672,964)
Terrain (10m) Published by Hokkaido Chizu Corporation



Fig. 4. Elevation contour and surface roughness around the target control section.

Fig. 5. Predicted velocity vector and wind speed contour in prevailing wind directions.
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control section. The elevation contour of the terrain is shown in Fig. 4(a).
There is a flat terrain region in south-east area and in the mountain re-
gion in north-west area. Surface roughness is shown in Fig. 4(b). There
are two lines of high surface roughness at south-west area in the domain
and these lines consist of viaducts of Tohoku Highway and Tohoku
Shinkansen. Westerly wind at site 1 can be weakened by the wakes of
these viaducts, although the terrain around the site 1 is almost flat. Site 4
and site 5 are close to east side of a peninsula like mountain and westerly
wind at these sites can be weakened by this mountain. On the other hand,
the westerly wind can be strengthened at site 2 and site 3 due to the effect
of the mountain.

Predicted velocity vector and wind speed contour are shown in Fig. 5
for the Westerly and West-South-West winds, which are prevailing winds
in this area. In this simulation, the wind speed at the upper boundary is
72
set as 10m/s. Wind directions near surface are not changed from the
wind directions at the inlet in south part of the target area in both cases as
shown in Fig. 5. The wind speeds at site 4 and site 5 located behind the
peninsula like mountains decrease due to the wake of the mountain. As
the wind direction changes from West to West-South-West, the wind
speeds at site 2 and site 3 increase due to the effect of the mountain and
the wind speed at site 1 decreases due to the effects of the viaducts of
Tohoku Highway and Tohoku Shinkansen.
2.3. Validation of predicted maximum wind speed using field measurement

The wind speed ratio, Spr, and the change in wind direction, Dpr,
between the prediction sites and the reference site can be expressed by
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Spr ¼ up ur (13)

�

Dpr ¼ θp � θr (14)

where, ur and θr are measured mean wind speed and wind direction at
the reference site. up and θp are mean wind speed and wind direction at
the prediction site obtained by the linear interpolation based on the
numerical simulation results as follows:

up ¼ up;i þ a
�
up;i � up;iþ1

�
(15)

θp ¼ θp;i þ a
�
θp;i � θp;iþ1

�
(16)

where up;i, up;iþ1, θp;i, and θp;iþ1 are wind speeds and wind directions
obtained by the numerical simulation for inlet flow direction sectors, i
and iþ 1 at a prediction site. The inlet flow direction sector i is solved
from wind directions at reference sites as

θr 2 ðθr;i; θr;iþ1Þ (17)

where θr;i and θr;iþ1 are wind directions obtained by the numerical
simulation for the inlet flow direction sectors, i and iþ 1 at the reference
site.

A proportional coefficient a is assumed as a constant value obtained
by

a ¼ θr � θr;i
θr;iþ1 � θr;i

(18)
Fig. 6. Comparison of predicted and observed wind speed ratios (Ma
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The wind speed ratios obtained by the proposedmethod and observed
by the measurement at five sites against site 3 are shown in Fig. 6.

In all cases shown in Fig. 6, the wind speed ratios at site 1, site 4, and
site 5 are small, and the ratios at site 2 depend on the wind direction at
site 3. In case 1, observed maximum instantaneous wind speed and wind
direction at site 3 are 31.9m/s and west-south-west respectively. In this
case, the predicted wind ratio at site 1, site 2, and site 4 show favorable
agreement with measured those, while the predicted wind ratio at site 5
is overestimated compared with the measurement due to the wake of the
mountains at the north-west side of site 5. However, the effect of the
prediction error at low wind speed is small, because the train regulation
is issued only at high wind speed. In case 2, the observed maximum
instantaneous wind speed and wind direction at site 3 are 31.1 m/s and
south-west respectively. The wind speed ratios are slightly overestimated
at site 1, site 4, and site 5. The predicted wind speed ratios at these sites
are under 0.4 and are low enough to the regulation wind speed. In case 3,
the observed maximum instantaneous wind speed and wind direction at
site 3 are 31.1m/s and west respectively. In this case, the wind speed
ratios at most sites are well reproduced by the numerical simulation
except for site 1. In case 4, the observed maximum instantaneous wind
speed and wind direction at site 3 are 29.9m/s and west respectively.
The wind speed ratios are well predicted by the numerical simulation at
most sites, although the ratio at site 4 is slightly underestimated.

Fig. 7 shows time series of one minutes maximum wind speed pre-
dicted by the proposed method and observed by the measurement at site
2 and site 4 on 25th of January 2005. The predicted winds by the pro-
posed method show good agreement with the measurements. Fig. 8
shows annual frequency distribution of maximum wind at site 2 and site
ximum instantaneous wind speed and wind direction at site 3).



Fig. 7. Comparison of predicted and observed time series of maximum wind speed in one minute.

Fig. 8. Comparison of predicted and observed frequency distribution of one minute maximum wind speed.

Fig. 9. Definition of sub-sections in a control section.
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4 obtained by the proposed method and by the measurement. The pre-
dicted annual frequency distributions by the proposed method agree well
with the measurement.

3. Prediction for frequency of exceedance of strong crosswind in
a control section for train operation

To take efficient countermeasures for strong crosswind, the frequency
of exceedance of strong crosswind over the wind speed for regulation at
any sites in the control section should be predicted accurately.
74



Fig. 10. Control section consists of sub-sections with measurement sites.
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In most cases in Japan, the frequency of exceedance is estimated from
measured wind speed at one anemometer installed in the control section,
assuming that the measured wind speed can represent the winds blowing
in the whole control section. Although the frequency of exceedance can
be easily estimated by the recorded wind speed at only one site, strong
wind events that occur at the site other than the measurement site cannot
be included.

In Europe (Matschke et al., 2000; Cl�eon et al., 2002), a prediction
method in which the control section is divided into number of sub-
sections is proposed to take account of wind-speed variations due to
local terrain in the control section. The strong wind represents in each
sub-section can be estimated by measured wind speed, and the wind
speed ratio and the change in wind direction from the measurement site
to the each sub-section obtained by the numerical simulation. In the
method, it is assumed that there is no correlation between the strong
winds in sub-sections. By this method, all strong wind events occur in all
sub-sections can be taken into account, but the frequency of exceedance
of strong crosswind in the control section may be overestimated if the
strong crosswind in different sub-sections correlated each other.

In this study, the prediction method that takes account of the corre-
lation of strong wind in different sub-sections is proposed to estimate the
frequency of exceedance of the strong crosswind accurately. The pre-
diction results by the proposed method and the conventional methods
used in Japan and in Europe are compared with the measurement to
evaluate the accuracy of these methods and to clarify disadvantage of the
conventional methods.

3.1. Prediction for frequency of exceedance of strong crosswind by time
series based method

In this section, the prediction method for the frequency of exceedance
of strong crosswinds is proposed to take account of the correlation of
Fig. 11. Frequency of strong crosswind over 25m/s.
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strong wind in different sub-sections in a control section. The control
section is divided into number of sub-sections as shown in Fig. 9.

Time series maximum wind speeds and wind directions at the
representative sites of the sub-sections are obtained by the proposed
method outlined in Section 2. Then, the frequency of exceedance of
strong crosswind in the control section is obtained by the following
equation,

Pnk ¼ P
�
max
i¼1;⋅⋅⋅;n

ðbuiÞiulimit

�
(19)

where bui is a maximum wind speed at the representative site of sub-
section i, ulimit is wind speed for the regulation. Pnk is the frequency of
exceedance of strong crosswind if the control section k is divided into n
sub-sections. In this method, the frequency of exceedance of strong
crosswind can be obtained by strictly considering the correlation be-
tween the strong winds in different sub-sections, and the time series data
of all maximumwind should be preserved. Therefore, this method can be
called “Time Series Based Method” (TSM).

The conventional prediction methods for the frequency of exceedance
of strong crosswind are also formulized. One is the method by which the
frequency is estimated assuming that the recorded wind at one site can
represent the wind in the whole control section. In this method, it is
assumed that maximum winds in the control section have complete
correlation. The frequency of exceedance of strong crosswinds based on
this method is described as follows:

Pnk ¼ P
�bur > ulimit

� ¼ Pr (20)

where bur is a recordedmaximumwind speed in the control section and Pr
is the frequency of exceedance of strong crosswind at the measurement
site. The advantage of this method is that the frequency can be estimated
from the recorded wind data at only one measurement site, but the
disadvantage of this method is that strong wind events that occur at the
site other than the measurement site cannot be included and the fre-
quency might be underestimated.

The other is the method which is proposed in Europe as described by
the references (Matschke et al., 2000; Cl�eon et al., 2002). The control
section is divided into number of sub-sections, and the wind speed ratio
and the change in wind direction from the measurement site to the each
sub-section are obtained by the numerical simulation. Assuming that
there is no correlation between the strong winds in sub-sections, namely
assuming that the strong crosswind in each sub-section is independent,
the frequency of exceedance of strong crosswind can be estimated by

Pnk ¼ 1�
Yn
i¼1

½1� Pi� (21)

Pi ¼ P
�bui > ulimit

� ¼ P
�
ur � Sir � Gi > ulimit

�
(22)

where Pi is the frequency of exceedance of strong crosswind in a sub-
section i, Sir is the wind speed ratio between the reference site and the
representative site in the sub-section i and Gi is the gust factor at the
representative site in the sub-section i. The advantage of this method is
that the frequency can be predicted only by the obtained frequency
distributions without storing the time series data of winds in all sub-
sections, but the disadvantage of this method is that the frequency can
be overestimated due to ignoring the correlation between the strong
wind events at different sub-sections.

Since these two methods explained above are based on only statistical
data, they can be called “Statistical Data based Method” (SDM).
3.2. Validation of prediction for frequency of exceedance of strong
crosswind using field measurement

In order to validate the accuracy of the prediction methods, the



Fig. 12. Frequency of exceedance of strong crosswind with the length of sub-section. Fig. 13. Comparison of frequencies of strong crosswind over 25m/s.
predicted by proposed method and interpolated by Eq. (23).
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frequency of exceedance of strong crosswind in a virtual control section
around Fujita station on Tohoku line are predicted by these methods. The
virtual control section whose length is about 3 km consists of five sub-
sections is shown in Fig. 10. In each sub-section, wind speeds and wind
directions were measured for one year from Feb. 2004 to Jan. 2005. Site
No.3 is used as the reference site and wind speeds and wind directions at
the other sites are estimated by using the prediction methods explained
in Section 2.

The frequencies of strong crosswind which exceeds over 25m/s
estimated by three prediction methods are shown in Fig. 11. The line
“Observation” shows the frequency obtained from measured data at five
sub-sections. The frequency predicted by the proposed method, TSM,
agrees well with the observation. On the other hand, the frequency is
underestimated by the method “Complete Correlation” which assumes
that the measured wind at one site can represent the winds in the whole
control section, because the strong wind events that occur at the site
other than the measurement site cannot be included. The frequency is
overestimated by the method “Independent” which assumes that there is
no correlation between the strong crosswind events in sub-sections. In
this method, the correlation which exists in reality is ignored, and the
strong crosswinds occur in different sub-sections simultaneously are
double counted.

The predicted frequencies of strong crosswind over 25m/s by the
proposed methods are shown in Fig. 12, if the length of sub-section is
changed from 50m to 1000m in a virtual control section around Fujita
station whose length is about 6 km. The predicted frequencies obtained
by two conventional methods are also shown in Fig. 12. The predicted
Table 2
Predicted strong crosswind frequencies by conventional and proposed methods (Prediction
errors comparing with the independent frequency on the sub-section length 1.60 � 10�3).

Length of
Sub-Section
[m]

Complete
Correlation

Independent of
Each Sub-Section

Considering Correlation to
Different Sub-Section
(Proposed Method)

50 8.18 � 10�4

(-49.14%)
1.58 � 10�3 (�1.47%)

100 1.57 � 10�3 (�1.66%)
200 1.57 � 10�3 (�1.96%)
400 1.49 � 10�3 (�6.63%)
1000 1.30 � 10�3

(�18.16%)
1.07 � 10�3 (�32.94%)

Table 3
List of coefficients in Eq. (23)

Length of Sub-Section [m]

100, 200, 400 200, 400, 1000

C1 �4.74 � 10–15 �3.04 � 10–9

C2 3.93 1.75
C3 1.60 � 10–3 1.63 � 10–3
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frequency by the method “Complete Correlation” used in Japan is shown
as a straight line. The predicted frequency by the method “Independent”
proposed in Europe is shown for the case with the sub-section length of
1000m, because the sub-section length seems to be set over 1000m in
Europe. All predicted strong crosswind frequencies are shown in Table 2.
The predicted frequency by the proposed method tends to be saturated to
a certain value and the dependency of the result to the sub-section length
decreases as the length decreases. On the other hand, the predicted fre-
quency by the method, “Complete Correlation”, is constant and low
because this method underestimates the frequency. The predicted fre-
quency for the sub-section length of 1000m by the method, “Indepen-
dent”, seems to be reasonable, but it can extremely increase if the length
of the sub-section decreases. The length of the sub-section should be
short if terrain is complex as Japan, and the “Independent” method
cannot be applied.

The frequency of exceedance of strong crosswind is expressed as a
function of the sub-section length r as follows;

Pnk ¼ C1rC2 þ C3 (23)

where C1, C2 and C3 are identified from three frequencies obtained by
different sub-section lengths. The independent frequency on the sub-
section length is the frequency when the sub-section length is zero, and
equals C3. The parameters of the equation identified from the frequencies
obtained by two sets of the sub-section lengths, 100m, 200m, and
400m, and 200m, 400m, and 1000m, are shown in Table 3. The fre-
quencies of exceedance of strong crosswind obtained by Eq. (23) for two
sets of sub-section lengths are compared in Fig. 13. The values of C3

identified by the two sets of the sub-section lengths are 1.60 � 10�3 and
Fig. 14. Forces acting on a train with crosswind (Hibino et al., 2011).



Fig. 16. Definition of relative wind direction for railway.
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1.63 � 10�3 and the difference of them is sufficiently small.
Comparing with the value of C3, 1.60� 10�3, the prediction errors by

three methods in different sub-section lengths can be obtained as shown
in Table 2. By the method “Complete Correlation”, the prediction error is
�49.14% and the frequency is underestimated. By the method “Inde-
pendent”, the prediction error for the sub-section length of 1000m is
�18.16% and it is can be extremely increased as the sub-section length
decreases. By the proposed method, the absolute value of the prediction
error is less than 2.00% if the length of sub-section is less than 200m. The
frequency of exceedance of strong crosswind can be obtained accurately
by setting the length of sub-section about 200m for the control section
selected in this study.

4. Effect of countermeasures for strong crosswind

In this section, a prediction method for the frequency of exceedance
of strong crosswind which causes train overturning is proposed, and the
effects of countermeasures for strong crosswind, such as reduction of
train speed, considering wind direction, and installation of windbreaks,
are evaluated quantitatively by the proposed method.
4.1. Calculation of critical wind speed of train overturning

When a crosswind acts on a train, lateral and rolling displacement
occur at the train due to the crosswind as described by the references
(Hibino et al., 2011; EN 14067-6, 2010; Cheli et al., 2012; Baker, 2013).
If the wind speed increases, the displacement increases and weight at the
contact point between wheel and rail at windward side, which is called as
wheel load, decreases. The overturning of the train starts when the wheel
load at the windward side becomes zero. The wind speed when the wheel
load at the windward side is zero is called as critical wind speed of train
overturning.

A static analysis method of the critical wind speed of train over-
turning, in which the effect of vehicle suspension and relative wind speed
generated by the train running can be taken into account, was proposed
by Hibino et al. (Hibino et al., 2011). In the static analysis, gravity acting
on a vehicle and bogies, the aerodynamic forces, the unbalanced cen-
trifugal force on a curve, and the lateral acceleration of the vehicle due to
track irregularity are considered. The situation that a vehicle is subjected
to the crosswind from inside of a curve is shown in Fig. 14, where CA is
the center of wind pressure,GB is the center of gravity of the vehicle,GT is
the center of gravity of the bogie and γ is cant angle.

The equilibrium of moment at the contact point of wheel and rail at
the leeward side is:

PLG ¼ mBg
�
G
2
� yB

�
þ mTg

G
2
� FL

�
G
2
� yB þ eϕB

�
� hBCFS

�hGBmBαu � hGTmTαu � hGBmBαy

(24)

where PL is the wheel load at windward side, G ¼ 2b is the interval of two
contact points of the wheels and the rails at windward and leeward sides,
mB is the half mass of the vehicle, mT is the mass of the bogie, g is the
acceleration due to the gravity, yB is the lateral displacement at the center
Fig. 15. Definition of relative wind direction considering train speed.
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of gravity of the vehicle, ϕB is the rolling angle displacement of the
vehicle, hBC is the height of the center of wind pressure of the vehicle, hGB
is the height of the center of gravity of the vehicle, e is the distance be-
tween the center of gravity and the center of wind pressure of the vehicle,
hGT is the height of the center of gravity of the bogie, αu ¼ v2=R is un-
balanced centrifugal acceleration, v is running speed, R is curve radius
and αy is lateral acceleration of the vehicle. FS and FL are the side and the
lift forces by the crosswind. The first term and the second term of the
right side of Eq. (24) are the moment generated by the gravity applied to
the car body and the bogie, respectively. The third and the forth term are
both the moment generated by the aerodynamic forces. The fifth and the
sixth term are also the moment generated by the unbalanced centrifugal
force, and then the seventh term is the moment generated by the force by
the lateral acceleration. The critical wind speed of train overturning is the
wind speed when PL ¼ 0. FS, FL and hBC are described as follows:

FS ¼ 1
2
CSρU2

RSA (25)

FL ¼ 1
2
CLρU2

RSA (26)

hBC ¼ hB1 þ CMR

CS
hB2 (27)

where ρ is the air density and SA is the lateral area of the vehicle. hB1 and
hB2 are the height of the center of the car body and the height of the car
body respectively. CS is the side force coefficient, CL is the left force
coefficient, and CMR is the rolling moment coefficient obtained by the
wind tunnel test using the scaled model of vehicle and structures (Suzuki
et al., 2003; Suzuki and Hibino, 2016). In the wind tunnel test, the
relative wind speed, UR, and the relative wind direction, β, consist of the
natural wind and the running vehicle, are set as shown in Fig. 15. The
relative wind speed, UR, is obtained from the natural wind speed, U, and
the speed of the running train, V, as follows:

U2
R ¼ ðU sinϕÞ2 þ ðV þ U cosϕÞ2 (28)

where ϕ is the natural wind direction for the railway track.
4.2. Validation of frequency of exceedance of strong crosswind

The wind speed for regulation of train operation is set as the wind
speed decided from theminimum critical wind speed of train overturning
obtained by the method explained in section 4.1. Since the critical wind
speed of train overturning is calculated considering not only natural wind
speed but also the wind speed generated by the running of the train, the
critical wind speed of train overturning can be improved by reducing the
train speed. As a countermeasure for the strong crosswind, the train



Fig. 17. Frequencies of strong crosswind considering train speed, wind direction,
and windbreaks.
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speed is reduced or the train is stopped if the observed or predicted wind
speed is above the wind speed for regulation.

The critical wind speed of train overturning is defined as a function of
the wind direction for the railway track ϕ as shown in Fig. 16. However, if
an anemoscope, a sensor of the wind direction, is not installed, the
minimum critical wind speed of train overturning should be set as the
wind speed for regulation of train operation regardless of the real wind
direction, supposing that the wind blows from the worst direction for the
overturning. In this case, the frequency of exceedance of strong cross-
wind which causes train overturning can be overestimated. So, the train
operation control can be improved by considering the wind direction.

The train operation control can also be improved by the installation of
the windbreaks, by which the aerodynamic forces for the vehicle can be
reduced and the critical wind speed of train overturning can be increased.

In this section, a method of the frequency of exceedance of strong
crosswind which causes the train overturning is proposed to evaluate the
effect of the countermeasures for a strong crosswind, such as reducing the
train speed, considering the wind direction, and installation of the
windbreaks. The frequency of exceedance of strong crosswind can be
obtained as follows:

Pnk ¼ P
�
max
i¼1;⋅⋅⋅;n

fbuiðtÞ � γðV ;ϕ;CaÞ giulimit

�
(29)

where ulimit is the wind speed for the regulation of train operation, and
γðV ;ϕ;CaÞ is the weighting factor of the maximum wind speed related to
the countermeasures, such as reducing the train speed, considering the
wind direction, and installation of the windbreaks.

γðV ;ϕ;CaÞ ¼ UcðVc;ϕc;CacÞ
UcðV ;ϕ;CaÞ (30)

where the critical wind speed UcðV ;ϕ;CaÞ is a function of the train speed
V , the relative wind direction for the railway ϕ, and the aerodynamic
coefficient of the vehicle Ca. Vc, ϕc, and Cac are the train speed, the wind
direction for the railway track, and the aerodynamic coefficient when the
critical wind speed is the lowest.

If any countermeasure is not conducted, V, ϕ, and Ca are equal to Vc,
ϕc, and Cac, and γ becomes 1. On the other hand, if the wind direction is
considered, γ should be less than 1 when the real wind direction is not ϕc.
Then, the frequency of exceedance of strong crosswind can be reduced.
Similarly, if the train speed is reduced or the windbreaks are installed, γ
becomes less than 1, and the frequency of exceedance of strong crosswind
can be reduced. If there is a limitation of the wind speed Ua for the safety
regulated by infrastructures, UcðVc;ϕc;CacÞ=Ua should be the minimum
value of γ.

In order to evaluate the effect of the countermeasures, the frequencies
of exceedance of 25m/s for one year in a virtual control section whose
length is 6 km same as section 3.2 are obtained if the countermeasures
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are conducted. The frequency of exceedance of 25m/s equals the fre-
quencies of suspension of the train operation for one year.

The frequencies of exceedance of strong crosswind over 25m/s are
shown in Fig. 17. If the train speed reduces from 120 km/h to 50 km/h,
the frequency of exceedance of strong crosswind can be reduced from
0.16% to 0.14%, because the critical wind speed can be increased by
reducing the train speed. If the direction of strong wind is considered, the
frequency of exceedance can be reduced from 0.16% to 0.11%, because
the critical wind speed can be increased except for the wind direction ϕc

at which the critical wind speed is minimum. If the wind direction is
considered and the windbreaks are installed, the frequencies of exceed-
ance of strong crosswind can be reduced from 0.16% to 0.08%.

5. Conclusion

In this study, a prediction method for strong wind using onsite
measurement and numerical simulation is proposed, and the strong
crosswind events in sub-sections are predicted by the proposed method.
A time series based method is also proposed to predict the frequency of
exceedance of strong crosswind in a control section. The proposed
methods are verified by comparisons with the measured wind speed.
Following conclusions are obtained.

(1) The prediction method of maximum wind speeds and the wind
directions at the prediction sites is proposed. The method consists
of the combination of the measurement of mean wind speed and
wind direction at reference site and the numerical simulation.
Predicted time series of maximum wind speeds and wind di-
rections at any sites along the track by the proposed method show
good agreement with the measurement.

(2) The prediction method for the frequency of exceedance of strong
crosswind is also proposed with consideration of the correlation of
strong wind events in different sub-sections. The accuracy of the
proposed method is validated by comparisons with the measure-
ment. Two conventional methods are also clarified. One method
with the assumption of the complete correlation of winds in
different sub-sections underestimates the frequency, and the other
method with the assumption of no correlation of winds in
different sub-sections overestimates the frequency.

(3) The effects of countermeasures for strong crosswind, such as
reduction of the train speed, considering the wind direction, and
installation of windbreaks are evaluated quantitatively. The fre-
quencies of exceedance of strong crosswind over 25m/s at a 6 km
test section decreases from 0.16% to 0.14% when the train speed
is reduced from 120 km/h to 50 km/h, and decreases to 0.11%
when the wind direction is considered, and further decreases to
0.08% when the windbreak is installed.
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